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Hello fellow DFC’ers
Another great month is upon us and our favorite fishing spots have all thawed
out. I have been lucky enough to make a couple of trips up north in the past
few weeks and things are looking great. One thing I will say is that things
seem a bit delayed this year. Things that have been fishable for months in past
years are just getting open this year. That’s not necessarily a bad thing. What
that means is when we arrive for the White Mountain extravaganza; we should
hopefully hit some prime fishing.
Every year we see new members joining our club. This is great for a couple
of reasons. First, we are always happy that there are others out there that are
passionate about the sport and want to be involved with the group. Second, new members are always
bringing new ideas. We as a board are always trying to gage what topics or outings the group would
like to see. Try as we might, we just can’t think of everything (we try hard). With that said, members
new and old are always encouraged to present new ideas. One of the easiest ways to do that is just catch
a board member and tell them what’s on your mind. You could be holding out on the next great idea
for the club.
I want to give a big thanks to Gentry Smith and Tom Horvath for putting together the Lee’s Ferry
trip. I wish I could have gone. It certainly looked like everyone had a great time. Looking at all of
the pictures on the club website, I would say there was something available for anyone who wanted to
attend. The float/camping crew looked like they had enough gear for a group twice their size. I guess
it’s always better to have too much rather than no enough. Did I mention that it looked like the fishing
was pretty good too!
Well it’s time to start getting my stuff together for the next outing. I’ll see you at the meeting or on
the water.
Steve

DFC JUNE PROGRAM....
This months program is going to be Cinda Howard. she will be giving a
presentation on fishing the white mountain lakes and streams. This will
be great information for everyone getting ready for the White Mountain
Extravaganza and summer fishing in Arizona.

....from Kitty Wiemelt, DFC Trout Bum

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! You have again come through for Casting for Recovery again.
Your gracious giving has seen 14 women come from tentative women not knowing what CFR
was, to women who left the retreat enriched, renewed and with many new friends. We can’t say
enough wonderful things to you for your willingness to help.
Because our retreats have been so successful, we have been given the go-ahead to have a second retreat in 2011, SO….our fundraising efforts are in full swing. On August 8, from 1-5 (Sunday),
at the Mesa Hilton, Donna Fischer will hold her fourth annual Bunco Event – it has fun, prizes, and
all proceeds go to Casting for Recovery. She has raised a couple of thousand dollars in the past –
come join us and have some great fun while giving to a good cause. Tell Your Friends.
...See page 11 of this DFC Forward Casts newsletter.

It takes several years of serious fishing before a man learns enough to go through a
whole season with an unblemished record of physical and spiritual anguish.
Ed Zern -Are Fishermen People? (1951)

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Gentry Smith described a video he watched on construction of a Zonker Cutter.
This is a version I hope all can use.
Materials: Single Edge Razor Blades
4-40 hex head nuts and washers

4-40 slotted head bolts 1.5 inches long
Heavy gauge brass strap ¼” wide (2)

Instructions:
Cut brass strap to ¼” longer that the razor blades.
Position brass strap tight to the bottom of the thick part of the razor blade and mark the three positions
to drill for the bolts. Those positions are the two half circles at the ends of the razor and the hole in
the middle. These strips are installed on outside ends of the completed cutter.
Place the three bolts through one of the brass straps- Place 1st. razor blade against strap. Use washers to space
out additional razor blades. I used 4 washers between each additional razor blade, I assembled 7 razor blades
and used the second strap to hold all the Razor blades together. Nut the assembly together as a unit.
I have not built the rabbit skin stretcher but intend to use carpet tack strips on plywood to hold the skin.
Cut the hide side.
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LEES FERRY RECAP
.... May 2010 DFC Club Outing
By Tom Horvath & Gentry Smith
We would like to thank everyone who participated in the 2010 Lees
Ferry Club Outing and for making it one of the best attended Lees
Ferry club outings in years. Approximately twenty-eight club members joined us as we fished the Colorado River every conceivable way
possible from Glen Canyon Dam to Lees Ferry. The majority of folks
fished Friday and Saturday with guides from Marble Canyon Outfitters
and Lees Ferry Anglers, a smaller group did a two-day float trip and
fished on their own, a couple brought their own boat and a handful
fished the walk-in area.
There were plenty of fish to go around as the river is holding a good
number of rainbows in varying sizes. The consensus seem to be that
most of the fish caught were in the 12-inch to 16-inch range, although
a few larger fish were landed. No surprise, zebra midges were the hot
fly. Red and purple seemed to work well, but black was by far the most
popular. A few anglers reported having success with egg patterns on
the spawning beds and at least one fisherman was producing using
streamers.
Saturday night everyone reconvened at the campground for a club
dinner and to share stories of their time on the water. It was good to
see some familiar faces after being spread out up river for a couple days.
There were also a few new faces, since Tom recruited a few new club
members for this trip, after their Fish Camp trip was canceled. They all
received a warm DFC welcome and hopefully we will see them again at
future events. Mark cooked up some fantastic Sloppy Joe sandwiches
and as usual everyone brought plenty of sides and deserts to go around.
The camaraderie continued into the evening over drinks and cigars.
Sunday morning several members woke early and made their way to
the walk-in area, for one last chance to fish the Ferry. They were not
disappointed as the fish were very cooperative. One member reported
landing a dozen or more in a few short hours before heading back to
the valley.
All-in-all it was a very successful club outing. There has even been
some discussion on repeating this trip next year. So, if you missed out
on the fun this time around, you may very well get another chance
soon!
See more trip photos in the club’s online photo gallery:
http://desertflycasters.com/forum/gallery/index.php

DFC Club Library
We are pleased to announce the DFC has recently expanded its club library. There are currently 65+ items now
available for club members to check-out. The DFC library
is another great resource offered by the club to its members and the best part is it’s absolutely FREE!
Here’s how it works:
Once members have paid their annual dues, they are
eligible to start utilizing the clubs many resources such as
the library. We do require a $20 deposit per item to insure
their timely return. Your deposit will be retuned once an
item is brought back or you may simply exchange the returned item for another. Deposits can be cash or check,
although checks are strongly encourage for those who
wish to continue to borrow items on a monthly basis. This
way we can simply hold onto your check, while you enjoy
item after item.
With literally thousands of hours worth of new materials now available, on top of everything the club already

had, what are you waiting for? Take advantage of the DFC
library at every club meeting and start expanding your
world of fly fishing!
Overdue Reminder:
Several members have items that have been checked-out
of the club library for a few months now. Please remember to bring these items with you to the next meeting, to
ensure everyone has a chance to enjoy them. If you cannot make the meeting, please contact me to make other
arrangements to get these items returned.
Also, a few titles have been missing since before I took
over the library. DRIFT in particular is one of the missing
items. If you have DRIFT, please return it to the club library
as soon as possible.
Gentry Smith, Club Librarian
email: design@gentrysmith.com
Home: 480.820.3036

Web Corner
April's forum contest winner was RangerRich. He
received 25 raffle tickets that were placed in the
raffle at the May club meeting. I am not sure if he
had purchased any other tickets, I don't recall his
name being pulled, but I did hear 'Forum' being
called five times and he ended up going home
with five items from the raffle! May's contest winner will be drawn soon and will also receive a dozen flies to go along with the 25 raffle tickets.
Keep your posts and pictures coming. All registered forum members can now post to their personal album and all club members that are registered on the forum can upload photos to their
personal galleries and to the club albums. If you
find you can not do either of these you can send
a private message to Billiam or email me at wlbatch@cox.net
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WHERE DO I START?
"Where do I start?" is a question all tiers should ask themselves when
starting to tie a new fly. The answer is not always the same and not
always obvious. This month I'll address this question as well as some
of the problems tiers often have. The opinions expressed herein are
my own and may differ from those of other experts, and sometimes I
don't even follow my own advice.
The answer to the first question is, " It depends." Let me start with
a standard type, dry trout fly. Many manuals would have you start
with the wings then proceed to the tail, body, and hackle. An equal
number would start with the tail first then the body, wings, and
hackle. Both could be correct or with pattern variations both could
be wrong. First I'll tell you how I do it for a typical dry fly and my
reasons, then I'll discuss some of the many exceptions.
I generally always start my thread a heads length behind the eye of
the hook and wrap to the rear. Why? Habit mostly, but the rational
is that it gives me a good thread base and by not laying down extra
thread at the head location I'll end up with a smaller neater head.
Many years ago a professional tier that supplied most of the shops of
northern New Mexico and southern Colorado ask me why I wasted
all that time wrapping the shank. He recommended starting at the
rear of the hook as the shank would automatically get covered as you
worked forward. Nevertheless, I still generally start at the front.
On standard dry flies and almost all wets I'll tie the tail in as the
next step. There are three reasons for this. The first is that the hook
is bare of other items, notably the wings, so it can be tied in without
the other parts getting in the way. Second, the length of the tail often
establishes the proportion for other parts of the fly, and third the tail
is already on and out of the way when the wings are tied in. An exception that comes to mind here is when I am tying extended body dries
with my prefabbed bodies and tails; I will tie in the wings first.
The next step I often vary. Sometimes I will tie in the body material and ribbing if it is called for but not wrap it forward until after I
have tied in the wings. Other times I will immediately follow the tail
with the wings and then move back to complete the body. I especially
use this sequence if I am dubbing the body. There is an important
exception to this sequence that I need to mention here as it applies
to hackle and dubbed bodies and thoraxes. I will almost always tie in
the hackle stem before applying a dubbed body and always if I am going to dub a thorax around the wing base. The reason for this is that
I don't want to tie in a hackle stem on a base of dubbing. It is not as
secure and it compresses the dubbing, which defeats the purpose. If I
am not dubbing a thorax and the body will have a well defined stopping point I may tie in the hackle after completing the body.!
With parachute flies I always tie in the hackle immediately after posting the wing and I tie it in so that the hackle tip is extending forward

with the butt to the rear and the stem is on the near side of the wing
post. This allows the body and thorax material, generally dubbing,
to cover the hackle tie in point. Important point here - Stop thorax
construction with the thread against the front of the wing post. The
dubbing will extend forward of that point to form the head, but the
thread should finish directly in front of the wing in preparation for
tying off the parachute hackle. Next important point-- assuming that
the hackle will be tied off in front of the wing it should be wrapped
around the wing post in a counter clockwise motion. This will assure
that the thread will have a tightening effect on the hackle stem as it is
tied off. The last wrap of the parachute hackle around the wing post
should be at the very bottom to put it in proper position to tie off.
Now let me comment on some variations to the classic style dry
fly and the changes to the tying sequence. With palmered hackled
bodied flies I tie in the body material immediately after the tail (but
don't wrap it yet) followed by the hackle. With the body material tied
in first it will facilitate making one or more wraps to the rear of the
hackle before moving forward. This makes a much neater fly than if
the hackle exits the body material right at the tail. Down winged drys
(without palmered bodies) such as some caddis and grasshopper patterns can have the wings tied in either before or after the hackle depending upon the effect you want. There are other sequence variation
that can occur with special patterns such as the Loopwings, Sparkle
Caddis Emergers, CDC patterns etc, etc but I'll not go into that now.
Wet flies and nymphs can also offer a multitude of sequence variations. One point, however, I feel very strongly about is the application
of bead chain eyes, lead eyes, plain beads, and lead wire weighting of
flies.
The more securely you fasten these items to the hook the
better your fly! With this thought in mind I always mount them on
the hook as a separate step. Before I start tying a bunch of shad flies,
Crazy Charlies, bead heads or what have you, I'll prepare as many
hooks in advance as I'll need. Bead chain and lead eyes are crosswrapped and then wrapped with a post type wrap to tighten the previous wraps before applying super glue. Likewise, lead wire wraps are
compressed with the thumbnails before receiving thread over-wraps
and one or more coats of super glue. On regular bead heads I wrap a
thread head at the eye to force the bead against, then if I want a little
more weight I may force a few wraps of lead wire into the cavity at the
rear of the bead with of course more super glue. I heard of a fellow,
now deceased, who soldered bead chain eyes to his shad fly hooks. If
I could figure out a way to do this neatly I would give it a try.
There are more ways to tie a fly than there are to skin a cat and I urge
each of you to really think about the process before you put the hook
in the vise. Think about each step and how they go together to make
the finished fly. There may be a faster better way than you have been
doing out of habit all these years.

Scribbles from my fishing journal from a few years back..... R.McKeon, DFC Newsletter Editor
...From my journal- It was the years I spent in Michigan- maybe in the mid 80's that I hung with a couple of regular fishing buddies. Fished, played cribbage, and, when the weather
turned cold and rainy while we were out on the stream someone always had some spirits. We always held a big weekend on
"Opening Day," the last Saturday in April, where we rented a
cabin. And when we all arrived at the cabin, before fishing, we
dug out some good bourbon poured it into a tin cup, each taking a sip. Along with this drinking ritual one of us would read
the quote from John Voelker. Then we'd fish the stream just
below the cabin...or if the weather was bad we'd pour another
drink...we had all weekend to fish, cook steaks, play cribbage.
Hell that was over 25 years ago when I was a lot younger....So I
pass along Voelker's quote to anyone who might enjoy reading
it with a tin cup in hand.

"I fish because I love to; because I love the environs where trout are found, which
are invariably beautiful, and hate the environs where crowds of people are found,
which are invariably ugly; because of the television commercials, cocktail parties
and assorted social posturing I thus escape; because, in a world where most men
seem to spend their lives doing things they hate, my fishing is at once an endless
source of delight and an act of small rebellion; because trout do not lie or cheat and
cannot be bought or bribed or impressed by power, but respond only to quietude
and humility and endless patience; because I suspect that men are going along this
way for the last time, and I for one don't want to waste the trip; because only in the
woods can I find solitude without loneliness; because bourbon out of an old tin
cup tastes better out there, because maybe someday I will catch a mermaid; and
finally, not because I regard fishing as being so terribly important but because I
suspect that so many of the other concerns of men are equally unimportant -- and
not nearly so much fun."
Quote from Judge John Voelker, Author (aka Robert Traver)
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By Gentry Smit

The 2010 Lees Ferry Club Outing has now come and gone and with it the
first annual Colorado River Float Trip. This trip ended up being an outing
within an outing, with several of us paddling our way down the Colorado
River stopping to fish the gravel bars along the way. We all caught fish and
agreed it was an absolute blast!
The idea for this trip first came to me a couple of years ago, when I was reading an article in National Geographic Adventure magazine about a company
that rented canoes and provided shuttle service from Lees Ferry to the dam
for a two-day self guided trip. After reading this article my first thought was
“hey, this sounds like a fun way to fish Lees Ferry” and my second thought
was “now who could I possibly talk into doing this with me”? Having not
yet joined the DFC, it would be a while before I found a group of likeminded
individuals willing to try this.
Fast forward a couple years. The Colorado River Float Trip was now on
the club’s calendar as part of the Lees Ferry Club Outing. However, there
were just a few setbacks… like the company I had originally read
about was now out of business, so we would have to find our own
backhaul service and boat rentals. After a few hours on the internet, Plan-B was in motion and it was time to start recruiting club
members to sign-up. To my surprise, there was more interest than I
had originally anticipated and the trip quickly filled. It just so happened that none of us going on the trip had actually been upriver
from Lees Ferry. That’s what I love about the DFC, even without
knowing exactly what we are getting into; there are always members ready to be the club’s guinea pigs for something like this.
Everything seemed to be going according to plan. We had done
all our homework, checked the weather, checked the water flows
and had all the necessary gear for two-day and one-night on the
river… including all the appropriate safety equipment. Nonetheless, we were pretty anxious when we loaded the shuttle boats and
started upriver. Our anxieties were quickly put to rest after the first
fish was landed and we realized the water was moving at a rather
calming pace. Now it was time to relax, paddle and fish.
You develop an intimate relationship with the canyon, when you are in a
personal watercraft. With its scenic walls towering above us, the fishing
quickly became a bonus to the overall experience. Some members even
stopped to explore the petroglyphs and other sites along the way. Just before
dusk we pulled off to set up our riverside camp, complete with a campfire.
The river quieted once all the boat traffic was gone. With the sun setting on
the water, we watched a few trout slowly sip dry flies while Mark prepared
dinner and desert.
The next morning everyone woke early, broke camp, and we were on our
way. Before long we were back into fish. The trout were feeding more actively on the second day. We would see pods of rainbows stacked in the
feeding lanes as we passed over them, then stop and fish for a while. Being
in a self-powered watercraft we were constantly aware of the time, and before
long we would have to continue our journey downstream. This forced us to
give up some productive spots, for fear of falling too far behind. However,
this also gave us the opportunity to fish more areas and even some of the
smaller riffles that likely get overlooked otherwise.
Then, all too quickly, we were back to where we began our expedition. It was
time to meet up with the main group for the pot-luck and hear about all the
fish they had caught from guide boats and walk-in area. That evening while
we were reliving the memories of our trip, we started brainstorming our next
great adventure.
See more trip photos in the club’s online photo gallery:
http://desertflycasters.com/forum/gallery/index.php
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WHERE HAVE YOU FISHED LATELY?
By Vince Deadmond
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I get that question often, and I usually have an answer that is only a
few days old. Fishing conditions change rapidly and up to date information is good currency to own. This spring has been wet and cold,
my fishing calendar has been turned on it's ear a few times, but I will
share with you some of my favorite spring places. When I turn the
question around, I find many of you have not fished lately. School is
out you need to go fishing, and take someone with you.
Recent fishing trips include a trip to San Carlos for Crappie, they
were not quite ready, when we went. We caught a few Crappie, but
the water was cold and off color, we just didn't catch as many as we
expected. Canyon Lake has been more kind to me this spring than
usual. I have caught several Large Mouth Bass, and some Bluegill. Because the fishing was so much better than it's been for the last two
years, I have made several trips after work and fished the last two
hours of daylight. Canyon Creek is one of my favorite small streams
on the Rim, and I have tried to fish it under conditions that were not
the best. Earlier the run off water was high, off color, cold, and the fish
could not stay in their usual feeding spots. Same thing when I fished
the Little Colorado at the X-Diamond, it was too much water for me to
fish it well.
Some friends and I fished Upper Lake Mary near Flagstaff. There was
snow on the mountain, but our early morning was pleasant. As the
day progressed it got colder and windier, by 3 PM we were getting a
few snow flurries. Yes, we did catch a few of those small Pike on the
fly. I have made several trips to Puerto Penasco, Mexico and the fishing was so good I can't tell you about it, you would just think I was
embellishing a fish story. Oh, a couple of Lee's Ferry trips have been
good also.
All of those fishing trips
occurred between the first
of January and the end of
May. Yes, I do know a few
fishing bums that get out
and fish more often than
I do, and I take my hat
off to them. But many of
you have not been once
this year, and maybe you
didn't even go last year.
You have told yourself that
you're going fishing this
spring/summer. Allow me
to make a few suggestions
to make your fishing trip
more productive, enjoyable, and attainable.

Continued on Page 8
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Where Have You Fished Lately...continued
Schedule time to go fishing, put it on the calendar, make arrangements with work and family. If you
don't schedule it, don't expect to go fishing. Make a thoughtful to do list for your fishing and camping
gear. Clean, inspect, replace, and repair worn out and broken gear. Allow yourself enough time to accomplish this task before you get on the water. Go through the motions of assembling everything, you
will be more likely to have everything you need for your trip, and your trip won't be ruined because you
don't have a key part that you need, or you won't waste valuable fishing time trying to make an on sight
repair. I fish often enough to wear out gear, I just replaced my old felt soled wading boots with the new
rubber soled boots that help stem the spread of aquatic invasives. A simple cleaning of the fly line, will
make it cast better, tippet needs to be replaced yearly. These are all things that need to be done before
the trip begins.
Doing doubles. Most fly fishers that have been doing this for a while have duplicate rods, reels, lines,
boxes of flies, sunglasses, a basic back up plan for anything that may get lost, or broken on your fishing
trip. Fly fishers who are new to the sport, fly by the seat of their pants with minimal gear, and really need
to plan well. As you go along with the sport you upgrade gear, and the old gear becomes the back up.
Many trips have been saved by having a simple thing like a back up pair of nippers, or if one of your fishing buddies has an extra back up pair.
Doing your best. Check fishing conditions in advance, and have a plan B destination if, hatches, weather, snow melt, flash floods, forest fires, or high fire alerts are going to foil your first choice. If you are new
to fly fishing make use of fishing guides. Interview a potential guide, and make sure that the guide understands that you are a beginner and you want to learn how to read the water, tie knots, improve your
casting, or what ever you need to work on. It's not always about catching fish, learn the techniques and
the secrets of the sport, you will eventually catch fish. Fish with people who usually catch fish, observe
and ask questions, anyone who fly fishes well, has had lots of coaching and is usually glad to pass along
useful information. I hope to see you on the water soon, and when I ask where you have fished lately, you
will have a fishing report for me.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached at Best Hardware 237 N Apache Trail Apache
Junction, AZ ......or vince@ajbest.com or 480 982 7461 for more fish stories.

The White Mountain Extravaganza 2010

The warm weather is upon us and that means it’s time to start heading north for the White Mountain Extravaganza. This year’s outing is scheduled for June 1720 and I am certainly hoping many of you will be able to make the trip. As in most past year’s, we have reserved the group site at Winn Campground. Winn is a
very nice campground with plenty of room for campers, RVs and all the tents you can handle. Bring the friends and family and let’s have a great time in the White
Mountains.
So here are the details…..

When: June 17-20 2010. That’s right; we have the group site Thur-Sat night.
Where: Winn Campground group site. Apache Sitgreaves National Forest.
Cost: $16 per night per spot. That means you and your family or travel partner.

OUTING
JUNE DFC changes!
Note date

Winn campground is on Hwy 273 between Sunrise Lake and Big Lake. Just head up Hwy 87 to Payson and then on 260 through Pinetop until you get to 273. The
campground is at 9,350 elevation, so be sure to bring a jacket even though it is mid June. It can still get a little chilly at night. But hey, that what a good campfire
is for.
Fishing in the area should be good this time of year. There are tons of different opportunities in the area. The closest lake is Lee Valley Reservoir just across the
road from the campground. Crescent Lake, Big Lake are on the National forest. There is also lots of stream fishing close by as well. The East Fork and West Fork
of Black River are very close and offer some great small stream fishing. Within a five to thirty minute drive, you will find that you have lots of fishing available.
The White Mountain Apache reservation is also a short drive away. The reservation holds some of the best trout waters in the state. Nearby lakes include Reservation Lake, Drift fence, Pacheta, Sunrise, Horseshoe Cienega, Bog Tank, A-1 and Hawley lakes. The fee for fishing any of these lakes is $8.00 per day. That is
not per lake, but for your whole day on any of them. There are two special use lakes; Earl Park $10.00 per day and Christmas Tree lake $25 per day. If you have a
Christmas Tree permit, you can fish any of the other lakes. If you have an Earl park permit, you can fish anything except Christmas tree. I got that information
directly from the game ranger that stopped us, so I guess that is good info. You are not required to have a boat permit for float tubes or pontoons unless they have
a motor. Although I have never been checked, the tribe does require that you have a personal floatation device with you on your watercraft. Probably a good idea
anyway. That water is cold!
As for equipment needed: A three through six weight rod is ideal for most of the lakes. If you are fishing some of the smaller streams in the area, a smaller rod
would do well as you would expect. Leaders and tippets in three through six will work just fine also. For the lakes, if you have a float tube or pontoon, you will
have great access to all the water you care to fish. If you are in need, be sure to speak up or post something on the website. There are lots of us with extra equipment that we can let club members borrow.
Moving onto the food. As usual, we a fortunate to have Mark Lucht on the outing. Mark has become famous for the Crawdad boil on Saturday night, or the “Most
Dangerous Catch” as it has become know. You won’t want to be too far away when he dumps the pot onto the table and everyone digs in. Just about the same time,
the annual chili cook is also done. Let’s talk about the chili. Only really two rules. Bring enough to feed your crew, and NO CANNED CHILI! We dump it all in
a big pot and it somehow tastes really good every year. Also don’t forget to bring the usual side dish or desert to share with the rest of the group. As usual, the club
will have lots of plates and utensils and fixings to go along with dinner.
Dinner time: Let us not forget that this is a fishing club and we are on a fishing trip. When is some of the best fishing? Just about dinner time. However, to not
get to crazy, we will eat at the same time as last year. Last year we said that dinner was at 7:00. However, we actually ate about 6:00. If you are in early, feel free
to start the social hour a little early with some hors d'oeuvres and a beverage. These times should give most of us the chance to fish and not miss out on the great
social aspects of the club.
Well I could go on forever, but really you’re just going to have to show up and have a great time! See you in at the outing.
Host: Steve Berry- flyingflyfisher2@yahoo.com
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Arizona Fly Fishers
By David S. Hwang

There is one thing that I’ve repeatedly said that I still hold true: If you can learn to fly fish in Arizona,
you can go anywhere in the world and do pretty well. I travel quite a bit and have tested this theory on
many occasions and though I still consider myself quite the novice when it comes to catching fish, I’ve
learned that the techniques and fly patterns that we use here in Arizona will work just about anywhere
that I’ve travelled.
Lets face it. Fishing conditions in Arizona are tough. I noticed it right off, when I first moved here. All the patterns and
techniques I used elsewhere were no longer working as well
and I had to relearn how to fish here. For years, I’ve tried to
figure out what the because of the hotter weather? Is it more
fishing pressure? We all live with the realization that there is
not a lot of water here to be fished so anywhere with access
tends to get pounded by bait chuckers. But I think there is
more to it than just that. I’ve had many friends visit me here
from other states go through the same frustration over fishing as I had in those first few years. (Actually, I still have days
like that.) SO I really haven’t figured out why it is tougher
here, but I have learned to become a better angler by observing and trying different techniques and using those slow days
to learnwhat the fish are interested in when things slow down.
On a recent trip to Ohio, several of my old fishing buddies
and I had a chance to fish together and tested my theory. On
the first 2 days, we hit 4 different areas that are known to fish
well. There had been a lot of rain and the rivers were swelled
high and muddy, pretty much making the fishing conditions very difficult. Now for those of you that
are from Ohio, you’ll note right away that there isn’t a big fly fishing community there, however there
are some good fly fisher there. We were targeting bass and after about an hour, I started to catch a few
small bass, some crazy looking green sunfish with bright, red eyes, and a carp. My friends, fishing
only a few yards from me were getting skunked and a bit frustrated. I went as far as giving them some simi seal leaches, the
same as I was using and they weren’t having any luck.
Day three was at their favorite spot. It was a 2 hour drive
from Dayton and a place that was amazing to me because it
no longer felt like Ohio. An incredibly beautiful place that
was supposed to be known for pike and bass. I took my time
getting set up while letting them choose their spots first.
This place also had higher and faster flows than normal but
definitely had some
good holes. I slowly
worked my way up
stream and when I
worked my way up
to a small hole that
my friend Bruce was fishing, I stopped to watch him for a bit
before asking if I could fish the other side of the bank. He said
go ahead. He’s been working this side for a while and wasn’t
having much luck. Now this is where I have to thank Dave
Weaver and Vince for teaching me a lot about streamer fishing. I threw a streamer upstream a few times and on my second cast, I got into a 15 inch brown. The look that Bruce gave
me was priceless. He was nice enough to take a photo of the trout for me but by the time Todd made
it up to us, Bruce retold the story before saying, “Lets hold his head under until he stops struggling.”
We fished a few other days together and got into a few bass and more sunfish but what I found was the
Arizona techniques worked incredibly well and at times, even worked better than what some of the
locals used. Later, during a quick meal and coffee, we discussed some of the things that we were doing
different. One of the biggest things that I think worked better for me was that I’m use to slow conditions in Arizona and I’m not afraid to change flies all day. If what I’m using isn’t working. I constantly
change to different sizes and colors and then the depth that I’m fishing and the speed of my retrieve.
When fishing slows down, I don’t pack up and go but rather use that opportunity to observe more and
then learn to fish the slower conditions. Lastly, I try to read the water better and also stop to watch
what the fish are doing before casting flies. Even after all this, it doesn’t guarantee that I will catch fish
but I make sure I hit all the spots and exhaust the possibilities before moving on. All these are things
I learned by fishing with a lot of local DFC members. I still have a lot to learn but I definitely have a
high respect for those of us that go out in this heat and learn to fish the local waters. It really has helped
me to become a better angler and push myself to fish whatever condition I come to. Surprisingly, I’ve
been invited to come back to Ohio and fish with them again and I’m looking forward to fishing their
water again.
David S. Hwang

Intermediate Fly Tying
June 23, 2010
The Intermediate Fly Tying Class
will be looking at Damsels for
the White Mountains. We will
tie an adult pattern and a couple
nymphs. Jack Dengel will also
be tying a couple of his go to
patterns.
Classes will be at Redden Construction, Inc. office at 4131 E. Wood St.
Major cross roads are Broadway
and 40th Street. Classes start at
6:30.
Questions need a kit or sign-up
call Tom Horvath at:
602-768-7280.
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OBSERVATIONS FROM LEE'S FERRY
By Vince Deadmond

It was the end of May, the weather was perfect, and I was fly fishing at
the beginning of the Grand Canyon with two fishing buddies. Jerry King
and Joe Staller are my fishing partners for this trip to Lee's Ferry. Last
January we had fished the Ferry and the first morning was 12 degrees.
We were bundled up, and looked like the Michelin Man's fat pictures, but
this trip we were lean mean fishing machines.
When I first started fishing the Ferry in the early 90's it had been well
established that this was a world class fishery, and that a fly fisher could
catch lots of large Rainbow Trout. I thought I could fish, but the river and
the fish humbled me. I fished hard from day light to dark with only minimal results. After several nearly fishless trips with other fishing buddies
we determined that collectively we didn't know squat. We broke down
and hired some of the local guides, the single best fishing financial investment I ever made. After some schooling by Terry Gunn, Bill English,
and Dave Foster our collective fishing IQ's soared.
A fly fisher needs several different fishing
techniques to be successful here, but the most important is the dead drift.
If you are a new fly fisher,
just getting a 9 foot leader, strike indicator, with
two flies attached below
a split shot to fine tippet
material, and land ing it
on the water without a
tangle, is a challenge. You
will spend most of your
day trying to untangle
your rig. Just remember you don't need a tight loop cast here, and you
will have less tangles. After your rig is on the water, you need to manipulate, or mend your fly line so that you have no wake behind your
strike indicator. The Glen Canyon Dam generates power so the river can
change rapidly. You as a fly fisher must be aware of this for your own
safety, and that also means that you will need to adjust your strike indicator and weight for your dead drift.
Our first day of fishing started in the walk in area known as the boulder
field. Midges were thick, the swallows were attacking them from the air
and as we would soon find out, Rainbows were gorging on them in the
river. Even though the scenery was breathtaking, I was afraid to take a
deep breath for fear of ingesting some unwanted protein.
With so many midges in the
air I set up with a natural color
San Juan Worm and a black
Zebra Midge dropper.
The Colorado is a big fast
river at Lee's Ferry, I have had
my best luck when I break the
river down like a small stream.
I look for currents that are
generally slower than the rest,
this is important for line management, and fish holding patterns. I must have been dialed in that first
morning. I started catching fish early on, and continued most of the day.
This was fun fishing, I was catching large numbers of strong, healthy attractive fish that could have been on the cover of a fly fishing magazine.
The fish that I were able to land were not large 12-14 inch, but they were
strong fighters. That first day I lost several larger fish when my size 18
Zebra Midge pulled out of their mouth in the strong current.
While I am blissfully catching fish after fish, my fishing partners are
watching me with the beginnings of trout envy. Joe has always rightfully
maintained that I withhold fly fishing information, and that I have secret
flies in my box, and locations that I don't share with everyone. My reply is,
“Guilty as charged.” My intentions are pure, and I really don't want to be
a blow hard braggart. If I am having a really good day I'll under estimate
the number of fish that I caught so my friends won't feel bad. We had

been on the water for several
hours and we all drifted off
the water to take a break, and
compare what was working. A
young man walked up to us
and ask how we were doing? I
told him I had hooked twenty
fish and had landed ten. My
buddies shouted in unison,
“Liar!” “You caught way more
fish than that.” I had to admit
that I was having a better day
than I first reported.
We took a break off the water
for a while, and came back to fish the area of the big rock. We all hooked
some fish but the fishing was not as brisk as it had been earlier in the day.
Even with me holding out on the guys, Jerry admitted that this was one
of his best fish catching days ever on the Ferry.
On our first day of fishing I had noticed fish midging on the surface
around midday. I was reluctant to give up my successful dead drift technique for some maybe dry fly action. The second day was even better
than the first, I was landing most of the fish that I hooked, and again I
had some great numbers. When the midging started the second day I
switched to a dry fly rig. I had a parachute trico for my top fly and I cut
off the wings of a spinner trico to look like a midge for my dropper. Dry
fly action is really fun when you can get it, and I must have had a large
grin on my face for an hour while landing half a dozen nice Rainbows.
We were staying at the Cliff Dwellers Lodge, and stopped in for a quiet
dinner at the restaurant. The food, the service, and the view were all excellent. We were just being served when three loud mouth louts entered
the outdoor dining area. Even though we were several tables away, these
guys wanted everyone to know that they were having a good year financially and fishing wise. They had been up river with a guide that day, and
the loudest mouth had caught 24 fish. (I am thinking, probably a stretch.)
They continued to talk loud about being guided on the Green River, and
other guided adventures. Jerry, Joe, and I quietly rolled our eyes, as other
diners were starting to do, and thought these poor guys can't fish on
their own. We had each caught more fish in the walk in area than these
guys, and had done it on our own. I guess these guys had missed the
guides advice on having good sense, and not to be too boastful. These
guys probably aren't bad guys, they just need more time on the water, to
mellow out a bit'
The third day was Jerry's day, early it was calm enough to fish. We were
in the area of the boulder field, and again fishing Zebra Midges. I have
fished with Jerry several times before and I don't think I have ever seen
him catch more fish than he did that morning. Later the wind came up
and made fishing difficult. That was one of the days they closed the I-40
due to wind gusts. After a steady pounding by the wind for about two
hours, we finally gave up and got off the water. That was Saturday, and
Sunday's weather forecast was for even more wind.
Sunday morning was calm early, but we decided to take off and not
fight the wind today. We stopped by the Vermillion Cliff Lodge for breakfast, and to see if our favorite waitress Charlie was working. Charlie is
one of those entertaining, sharp tonged individuals, who does not suffer
fools. Even if you don't start anything, expect someone in your group to
get picked on, you just hope it's not your day. It was Jerry's day again, but
he had seen Charlie in actin' before, and he played along. We each ate a
large breakfast, and smiled while we replayed our most recent fly fishing
adventure. We observed that this would have been a good fishing trip
even if the fishing had been lousy. We were able to laugh, the weather was
good, no one got hurt, we didn't break a rod, friendship was excellent,
we had great food, and had met interesting characters along the way, you
can't ask for more of a fishing trip.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached at Best
Hardware 237 N Apache Trail Apache Junction, AZ, or vince@ajbest.com
or at 480 982 7461 for more fish stories.
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OUTINGS- 2010
June 17-20, 2010

White Mountain Extravaganza
Host: Steve Berry- flyingflyfisher2@yahoo.com

July 16-18, 2010

Antero Reservoir, Colorado
Host: David Hwang- dhwang1221@aol.com

July 23-25, 2010

Ashurst Lake
Host: Mike Yavello- gwenova@wcvadio.com

August Outing

X-Diamond Ranch
Data: TBA • Host: Host Needed

September 12, 13,14, 2010

Annual Rocky Point Trip
Host: Doc Nickel- funnyfarm150@yahoo.com

September 16-19, 2010

Annual San Jaun River Trip
Host: Cinda Howard- lady_angler@cox.net
(480) 217-5089

Education Committee
Tom Horvath & David Hwang
Conservation- Mark Donahoo
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Videos & Books- Gentry Smith
Raffles- Dan Cramer
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor
Member at Large- Doc Nickel
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

club meeting
See ya at the 2010
June 9,
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